Day 2
POSTGRADUATE WORKSHOP
War in Human Societies: Interdisciplinary Perspectives

Programme

9.45 Welcome and Introduction
Dr Alice König (Classics)

10.00 Conflicts of interest between fathers, mothers and sons over warfare: an evolutionary modelling study
Alberto J. C. Micheletti (Biology)

10.30 Women and peace in antiquity: between Ancient literature and evolutionary biology
Tommaso Spinelli (Classics)

11.00 COFFEE BREAK

11.30 The Impact of War on Service Personnel: The Future of Military Training
Guest speakers Leanne K. Simpson (Principal Psychologist, CDS Defence Support) & Commander Phaedra Gibson RNR (CDS Defence Support)

12.00 After the war, what? Women rebuilding Ukraine's civil society after the Revolution of Dignity
Olga Loza (Management)

12.30 LUNCH BREAK

Rebecca Walker (Modern Languages)

14.30 War and patriotism: Roman history and military government in the French revolutionary debates
Minchul Kim (History)

15.00 COFFEE BREAK

15.30 *DISCUSSION*

16.20 Concluding remarks
Tommaso Spinelli & Alberto J. C. Micheletti

17.45 DINNER @ ‘Mozza’ Pizzeria, 39 Bell St, KY16